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Richard H. Brodhead
When I was writing English papers in college, it
never occurred to me that I would be producing such
pieces my whole adult life. Over my career as a
scholar-teacher, I’ve written on many aspects of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century American literary
history, ranging from authors highly celebrated in our
student days, like Herman Melville and Nathaniel
Hawthorne, to writers whose names were scarcely
known then, like the African American writer Charles
W. Chesnutt. In eleven years as dean of Yale College,
then thirteen more as president of Duke, I’ve had the
chance to reflect more broadly on higher education
and the promise and problems it faces today. For the
Class of 1968 exhibit, I submit a collection of my Yale
writings called The Good of this Place (2004). Those
whose appetite is not sated by this book are referred
to my most recent collection, Speaking of Duke:
Leading the 21st Century University (2017).

Richard L. Dutton
I was a boy from a largely blue-collar ethnic
neighborhood in Brooklyn, New York, who was
given the opportunity to go to Yale on a scholarship
at age sixteen, and as a result my life was completely
transformed. From an early age, I had been fascinated by Brooklyn’s past. My father would take me
on long jaunts to explore its great variety of older
neighborhoods, pointing out interesting architectural
details and buildings and locales that were virtually
unchanged from an earlier time. We would also
search in used-book stores for old books related to
Brooklyn’s history so that, by the time I was in my
early teens, I already had a large collection of them.
When I was a sophomore at Yale, I won the Adrian
Van Sinderen Book Collecting Prize. My father later
obtained for me from an elderly friend a cigar box
containing hundreds of black-and-white photographic postcards of Brooklyn scenes published in
1905–1907 by the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, the borough’s
premier newspaper. I used them as the illustrations
for a book I wrote in 2004, dedicated to my father,
describing Brooklyn as it was 100 years earlier.

John W. MacIlroy
Bill Bryson has said that the 1950s were “a wonderful
time to be a noisy moron.” And that's exactly what
the three of us—lifelong friends growing up in a
small town—prove in our collection of thirty-seven
“mostly true” short stories. With buddies like Spike,
The Duke, and Suds, we find chaos and stupid
everywhere. We play pick-up hockey on local pond
ice resembling bubble wrap, help the great Don
Newcombe win a late-season game for the Brooklyn
Dodgers, and come to ruin at something awful called
The Barkle School of Dance. We discover why your
first drink should never be a Manhattan, why the
days of summer hold a special promise for boys with
a shameless talent for bullshit, and how young love
can break your heart. We learn many other things
too, but mostly that youth fades a little at a time,
until it just isn't there anymore—except among
remembered stories, among friends. Pat Conroy called
Rocket Scientists “A great book about friendship….”
And that's exactly what we set out to produce.

Armstead L. Robinson
From his days as “Scholar of the House” and
throughout his academic career, Armstead Robinson
argued that a well-informed effort to understand
the Confederacy’s loss in the Civil War had to
include an understanding of the South’s social
fabric. Of necessity, this ultimately could be
accurately accomplished only by incorporating the
voices of and actions taken by those living and
working there—particularly those enslaved there.
This book presents his deeply researched and
sophisticated argument in support of the view that
enslaved people played a pivotal role in the war’s
outcome. Published ten years after his death, Bitter
Fruits remains his powerful testament to the
importance of a comprehensive and inclusive
approach to understanding the history of that period.

Steven Shapiro
Steve Shapiro has published ten e-books on
Amazon.com, which are well reviewed by academic
commentators and sold in many countries around
the world. But they are very unusual fare. Here,
under the pen names John and Martha McGinnis,
Shapiro and a psychic medium have channeled
voices from the past. The channeled conversations
are similar to those published by Jane Roberts in the
Seth books, Jerry and Esther Hicks in the Abraham
books, and Dr. Helen Schucman in A Course in
Miracles. Steve suggests beginning with the volume
titled Straight Talk from Heaven, available on
Amazon.com under the names John and Martha
McGinnis. This volume contains hourlong spontaneous conversations with Marcus Aurelius, Virginia
Woolf, Lytton Strachey, Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Saint Teresa of
Avila, Saint Francis of Assisi, Frederick Douglass,
Saint Joan of Arc, Benjamin Franklin, John of
Patmos, and John, Peter, Paul, and Jesus.
Confirming the veracity of such communications is
an issue undertaken in later volumes in this series,
using criteria from the Society for Psychical
Research founded by William James. In the end,
Shapiro invokes a rule of utility, asking how these
readings give consolation and healing to persons
anxious about survival of the human soul. As noted
inside the cover pages, the books are recommended
by theologians, psychologists, historians, and
numerous general readers.
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Jan Laitos
This is a book that is not just about the many ways
humans have harmed their environment. It is a
book that explains why the many governmental and
legal policies in place to curb this human behavior
have largely been unsuccessful. Between 1960 and
today, there have been countless instances of
government intervention to address pollution of air,
water, land, species extinctions, climate change,
ecosystem destruction, and resource exhaustion. But
despite these statutory, regulatory, and common law
attempts to “correct” or “deter” or “prevent” human
decisions that adversely affect their natural
environment, the planet is still experiencing
catastrophic consequences from humans’ use of
environmental systems. It is a companion book to a
previous one in which I argued that natural
resources need an explicit legal right to be protected
from human overuse: The Right of Nonuse (Oxford
University Press, 2013).

W. John Archer
It was my first course at Yale that set me on the path
to a career in architectural and urban history—the
Directed Studies art history section led by the now
legendary Robert Farris Thompson, then in his first
year of teaching. His dynamism was infectious and he
was a superb mentor. The seeds planted there evolved
into a lifelong passion for art, architecture, philosophy,
and criticism that engages relations between human
beings, perception, objects, and environment. My
inquiries afforded me the opportunity to do research
on five continents, while teaching generations of
students in the Cultural Studies department at the
University of Minnesota—and to experience the
rewards of students telling me how their careers have
correspondingly been shaped and strengthened. In
Architecture and Suburbia (2005) I examined the long
history of suburbia from its genesis in late seventeenthcentury Enlightenment England to its manifestation as
the ideal of the American dream. The book chronicles
the invention of the single nuclear-family detached
house from its origins amid the rise of capitalism in
early eighteenth-century Britain to twentieth-century
American nationalist politics that promoted universal
private home ownership—and all that has gone into
the production of that tenuous ideal.

Lloyd Kaufman
It was 1967. My psyche was being ravaged by a mix of
latent frontal lobe growth and a bevy of barbiturates,
and psychedelic drugs easily acquired in the Ezra
Stiles College tower. After majoring in Chinese
studies at Yale, one would assume, I would lead the
rest of my life as a well-respected scholar or diplomat.
One would assume. Instead, I decided to chase the
dream I had contracted along with many stds.
During my “year off ” in Chad, I decided to make my
own damn movie! I directed The Girl Who Returned
while at Yale and learned valuable lessons doing that.
Fast forward fifty years and I’m still making my own
damn movies, and many of them! The Toxic Avenger,
Poultrygeist: Night of the Chicken Dead, Tromeo and
Juliet, this year’s Return to Nuke ’em High aka Vol. 2,
and so on.
Troma Entertainment, which I co-founded in 1974
with Michael Herz (Yale ’71), has discovered such
mainstream stars as Trey Parker and Matt Stone
(South Park), James Gunn (Guardians of the Galaxy),
Samuel L. Jackson, Marisa Tomei, Oliver Stone,
Vincent D’Onofrio, and lots more.
About twenty years ago Putnam Publishers asked me
to write my memoir, All I Need to Know About
Filmmaking I Learned from The Toxic Avenger.
That was the last I heard from them.

Stephen Frye Gates
Stephen Frye Gates was born in Clearwater, Florida,
and graduated from Yale in 1968 and from Harvard
Law School and Harvard Business School in 1972.
He was awarded a Frank Knox Memorial Fellowship
from Harvard University for 1972–1973. Steve had a
career as a lawyer and was general counsel of several
international oil companies in Chicago, London, and
Houston. Early curiosity about family history turned
into a thirty-year project that culminated with
Southern Planters in 2016. This family history should
be interesting not only to descendants of the families
included, but also to anyone interested in the history
of the Southeast and the economies and political
events that shaped lives in the region over the
centuries. This history begins with John Gates, who
emigrated from England in 1691 as an indentured
servant to “Mt. Missery” plantation in Virginia.
Along with John and Steve there are many people
and stories set against the history of our country.
The research brought many hours of enjoyment and
side journeys into historical events. Steve died on
July 7, 2017, on Wadmalaw Island, South Carolina,
at Birdsong, a house he named and designed based
on information collected in the course of his
genealogical research.

George W. Bush
I’m not sure how the art in this volume will hold up
to critical eyes. After all, I’m a novice. What I am
sure of is that each painting was done with a lot of
care and respect. This is more than an art book.
This is a book about men and women who have
been tremendous national assets in the Armed
Forces—and who continue to be vital to the future
success of our country. This is a tribute to men and
women who volunteered, many in the years after
9/11, to defend our country. The greatest honor of
the presidency was looking them in the eye and
saluting them as their commander-in-chief. And
I intend to salute and support them for the rest
of my life.

Robert F. Herrmann
For more than thirty years in my law practice, I have
advised design professionals in all aspects of their
practice. It has been apparent for many years that
my clients, as talented as they might be as designers,
did not fully appreciate what is involved in running
their business or how to respond to the legal issues
they faced in their practice. At the same time,
although there are books on professional practice for
architects, there were none with a legal bent written
specifically for architects. This recognition of a need
resulted in Law for Architects. In turn, the book has
led me to now be teaching an Advanced Professional
Practice class to third-year master’s students at
Columbia School of Architecture, Planning, and
Preservation. Thirty-plus years ago I could not have
envisioned working with architects, writing a book,
and then teaching architecture students. It was not
the career path I envisioned, but it has turned out to
be a wonderful turn of events.
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James A. Helzer
Jim Helzer was the champion and driving force
behind this centennial collection of papers and
historical sketches by current and former members
of The Young Men’s Literary Club of Cheyenne
(of which he was elected a member in 1977). An
entrepreneur who founded Unicover Corporation
in September 1968, Jim took particular pride in his
work as a printer. This book was a yearlong labor of
love: he planned its structure, coordinated with the
contributing authors, edited the final product, and
brought it to print. As editor, he also authored the
comprehensive introduction chronicling the history
of this remarkable Cheyenne institution whose
members included some of the most prominent
men in Wyoming history. The result is a historian’s
treasure, filled with analyses and first-person
recollections encompassing a broad swath of local
history that might otherwise be lost. An American
studies major at Yale whose senior thesis examined
the Italo-Ethiopian crisis of 1934–1935 and its
implications for American foreign policy, Jim made
a substantial contribution to the recording of both
Cheyenne and Wyoming history as editor of this
book. Jim died in March 2008 and is still dearly
missed by his family, friends, and colleagues.

Peter W. Clement
A friend of ours, Polly Guth, bought a large summer
house, called Stonlea, in Dublin, N.H., designed by
Peabody & Stearns in 1891. She hired architect
Hugh Hardy, with Dan Scully, to prepare drawings
for extensive renovations and improvements to
what became a 12,000-square-foot house. The term
“deferred maintenance” doesn’t begin to describe
the condition of the house. The renovations
included advanced energy-saving revisions. As the
project was nearing completion, she asked us to
write a book about the project, tapping into my
latent English-major training, my architectural eye,
and my long-time interest in nineteenth-century
houses and into my wife Vicky’s graphic design
experience. I found the original construction
drawings, researched the history of resorts and the
town of Dublin, and wrote the text. Vicky and I
took the contemporary photographs, and she
designed the book. I included a large section
describing the reconstruction methods, a glossary
of terms, and a bibliography.

Elliot Azoff
Over the years, I have enjoyed reading many
mystery novels and have always believed that I
could write a mystery as good as many of them.
A major impetus in writing the mystery novel was
thus to eliminate this item from my bucket list.
Needless to say, the protagonist in the story bears a
distinct resemblance to the author, a labor lawyer at
a prestigious law firm, and many of the incidents
described in the book are derived from real events
over the years in my labor practice. What was
especially interesting to me is that I did not follow
any of the rules generally put forward in writing
such a book, such as outlining. I read about how to
write such a book after I completed the book.
Indeed, I did not even know “who-dunnit” until the
end. The book wrote itself. It was as if I had a muse
that guided me and directed the story. The feedback
to the book from other lawyers, arbitrators, union
officials, and others involved in the practice of
newspaper labor law has been gratifying. And the
reaction of my best friend, law school classmate, and
law firm partner for more than forty years, whose
murder in the first chapter provided the mystery
that had to be solved, was “priceless” as the
protagonist placed his life on the line to solve the
murder of his friend.

David F. Zorensky
Safe On Third is a historical thriller that takes place
in 1940, set against the backdrop of Nazi Germany’s
assault on Western Europe and the presidential
campaign in this country that led to Franklin
Roosevelt’s election to an unprecedented third term.
The title comes from a placard that appeared
outside Roosevelt’s Hyde Park home the morning
after the election. This novel dramatizes the efforts
of Roosevelt’s opponents to defeat him, including
not only his Republican opponent, Wendell Willkie,
but political enemies such as the influential labor
leader John L. Lewis and Sylvester Viereck, a
notorious Nazi propagandist and lobbyist, who
worked with the Germany embassy and members
of Congress to influence the outcome of the election
by arousing anti-war sentiment and isolationist
hysteria. (A foreign country seeking to influence the
outcome of an American election—imagine that.)
In Safe On Third, Roosevelt outmaneuvers his
historical opposition while presiding over the
nation’s first peacetime draft and bypassing
Congress to provide aid to Great Britain, in spite of
the political risks involved. If Roosevelt is to reach
third safely, however, he also must escape an
assassination attempt by a fictional character, a
renegade Nazi spy determined to kill him.
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Lorenzo C. Simpson
Humanism—insofar as it invokes an ideal of the
essence of humanity—has been under siege since we
began our undergraduate careers in New Haven
(indeed, Yale was an important site of this assault).
Humanism has been reviled either as invidiously, if
unwittingly, ethnocentric or as fatuously vacuous. In
its wake appeared what has been called postmodernism, an intellectual posture that allowed “difference”
to emerge as a primary discursive concern, be it
ethno-cultural, racial, sexual, or religious. This
salutary emphasis on difference, however, was not
accompanied by an acknowledgment of the
necessity of a common discourse within which the
points of difference could even be articulated or
related to each other, let alone reconciled. My book
is an attempt to address the standoff between, on
the one hand, traditional humanism’s vacillation
between ethnocentrism and vacuity and, on the
other, anti-humanism’s relativistic, fragmenting,
and balkanizing tendencies, by fashioning a
coherent reconstruction of humanism that avoids
both cultural imperialism and relativism in all their
guises. This reconstruction takes the form of a
situated cosmopolitanism or a multicultural
humanism that is forged through ongoing practices
of developing shared and mutually enriched
discursive resources. Such resources allow persons
situated on different sides of a cultural divide to
locate their particular experiences and histories
within larger structures of meaning, thus enabling
mutually respectful and critical dialogue about
matters of common concern.

Carlton M. Davis, Jr.
I am an architect, artist, and author. I designed
homeless housing and a major transit station and
have had my art work exhibited. I created two books
and am working on a third. Bipolar Bare is my
memoir that utilizes fifty years of journal writings
and drawings to understand and accept a lifelong
condition and to assist others struggling with the
disorder. The book received several awards,
including an Eric Hoffer Award in 2010. It led to
speaking to mental health groups and conferences.
In 2016, samsha (the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration) requested my
assistance in formulating its information on bipolar
disorder. Psychology Today invited me to create a
blog on its Web site called “The Bipolar Coaster.”
Bipolar Bare led to my being featured in the
documentary film Of Two Minds. Since the issue of
mental health doesn’t define my whole life, nor
should it define anyone’s, I continue a creative life in
writing and art through exhibitions and product
design. Nevertheless, I am honored that my memoir
has helped many people and given insight to others
about this condition, which has its benefits besides
its problems. Finally, there is a lot to laugh about in
this book.

George Golomb
This is a treatise first published in 1992. It is updated
by the publisher each year. It is designed to help trial
lawyers represent clients effectively in U.S. District
Courts throughout the country.

Carter S. Wiseman
This book had its origins in the architectural history
course given by Vincent Scully, which I took as a
freshman. Scully had recently published a
monograph on Louis Kahn, a prescient book that
identified the architect as the greatest emergent
talent of his time. Yale’s role in Kahn’s career was
central. Kahn taught at the School of Architecture
for many years. His first major building was the
addition to the University Art Gallery, and his last
was the Yale Center for British Art. The research for
the book took me from the slums of Philadelphia,
where Kahn grew up, to India and Bangladesh,
where I was able to appreciate his extraordinary
cultural reach designing civic and religious
buildings for societies totally unlike his own.

Michael R. Yogg
After being discharged from the Navy, I followed
my love of history to Harvard, where I earned a
Ph.D. and taught undergraduates. I had hoped for a
teaching career, but the 1970s academic job market
was tough and I ended up working in the
investment business for thirty-four years, eighteen
at State Street Research & Management, the
company founded by Paul Cabot (1898–1994). Paul
had established an early mutual fund in 1924,
exposed corruption on Wall Street in the 1920s,
lobbied Roosevelt in the thirties, quintupled the
Harvard endowment as treasurer (1948–1965), and
served as an outspoken corporate director. He both
had character and was a character, and I knew him
well. I had always wanted to do more sustained
research and writing than my business career
required, so in 2000 I began work on his biography.
In 2006 I self-published it, and after I retired in 2012
signed a contract with Columbia University Press.
The new edition, 2014, received a review from The
Wall Street Journal and sold well, making an
appearance on the Boston Globe best seller list. It
was named a 2014 “Book of the Year” by Financial
Advisor Magazine.

Having taught at the School of Architecture for
fifteen years, I have noticed that as the reputations
of other twentieth-century architects have begun to
fade, Kahn’s seems to grow stronger, no doubt
because his work embodied lasting aesthetic and
moral values. I like to think that his experience at
Yale as a teacher and a designer made a major
contribution to his legacy. As a Yale graduate,
I tried in the writing of my book to subdue any
institutional bias, but if some leaked through, all
the better. Yale should be enormously proud to have
two of the best works by one of the past century’s
greatest architects.

Stephen R. Darwall
The Second-Person Standpoint is by far the most
important contribution I have made to moral
philosophy. The basic idea is that we think about
(better: with) others in a distinctive way when we
engage each other in thought and speech, implicitly
with the second-personal pronoun “you.” I argue
that the central notions of morality—obligation,
right, wrong, and the like—are all implicitly
second-personal since they all entail moral
accountability, which is always necessarily a
second-personal affair. We hold ourselves and
others accountable to one another. Ultimately,
moral accountability is mutual accountability. The
second-person standpoint is the perspective you
and I take up when we attempt to make claims and
demands of one another, not as a matter of pure
force, but as justified. I argue that addressing any
putatively justified claim of one person on another
necessarily presupposes the mutual accountability
of both as equal moral persons. As I see it, this is
what most deeply underlies morality and our sense
of moral right and wrong.

Robbin S. Johnson
More’s Utopia, Ideal and Illusion was my senior thesis
at Yale. In an introduction, then-dean of Yale
College Georges May said that its publication
marked a decision by “Yale College and Yale
University Press to establish this new yale
college series [emphasis in the original] with
the hope that every year it will be possible to
publish some of the best work by the Honors
majors in the senior class.” As such, I thought that
the book may occupy an important place in Yale’s
efforts to recognize undergraduate scholarship. I
also thought that the subject of my book helps to
explain why Thomas More’s Utopia, written in 1515
and 1516, is still read today and grapples with issues
fully alive in the twenty-first century. As I wrote in
the preface, “Thomas More speaks to us today
because he addresses his Utopia to the individual
conscience, not to the false and misguided hope of a
smooth and easy perfection.” His work, which gave
the name to a genre of literature, probes the social
and individual struggles between the ideals we
enshrine and the realities we confront.

Richard Nash Gould
After graduating from the Yale School of Architecture
in 1972, I eventually became a senior associate at
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates Architects before
starting my own architectural practice in New York
City in 1980. The Whiffenpoof ninetieth anniversary
in 1999 provoked my initial book research, but the
project quickly developed into a history of Yale College
in the twentieth century.
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Thurston B. Clarke
I have written twelve published works of nonfiction
and one novel. Most of my nonfiction has been travel
literature or history. I have written about following
the equator around the world (Equator), tracking the
San Andreas Fault down the length of California
(California Fault), visiting the remotest islands on
earth (Searching for Crusoe), and traveling among
Tuareg nomads (The Last Caravan). I have written
about historical turning points such as the attack on
Pearl Harbor (Pearl Harbor Ghosts), jfk’s inauguration (Ask Not), the bombing of Jerusalem’s King
David Hotel (By Blood and Fire), and Robert F.
Kennedy’s 1968 presidential campaign (The Last
Campaign). I have chosen to display The Last
Campaign because rfk’s run for the Democratic
nomination unfolded during our last term at Yale,
and it seems particularly timely now. As one reviewer
said upon the book’s publication, “Robert F. Kennedy’s
moral imagination shines in this book, so brightly, so
compassionately that it will haunt many readers who
had hoped that matters of war, poverty, and inequality might have been settled forty years ago.” Another
called the book “the brilliantly told story of a
campaign that broke our hearts.”

R. Thomas Herman
During the presidential campaign of 1996, I
received a call from a publisher. He wanted me to
write a short book explaining a widely discussed
tax-overhaul plan known as the flat tax. At the time,
I wrote a tax news column that appeared on page
one of The Wall Street Journal on Wednesdays. My
editors at the Journal gave me permission to go
ahead with the book and to use the paper’s name on
the cover. I asked my friend Doug Sease, an editor at
The Wall Street Journal and a superb writer, to join
me. With help from lawyers, accountants, scholars,
and government officials, we wrote The Flat-Tax
Primer. I retired from my full-time job at the Journal
in mid-2009 but continue to write a tax column for
the paper’s wealth management section. Of all the
subjects I have covered for the wsj, where I began
working after we graduated from Yale in 1968, this
is by far my favorite. I included this subject in a Yale
College seminar I have taught for ten semesters
since 2006.

Ned White
This is by far not my favorite book, but it’s my only
commercially published novel (I also have a
textbook about television, but who wants to read
that?). My other, better, more mature books are
under my own imprint, Three Rocks Press,
available at nedwhitebooks.com. All of them
near-misses with publishers! Come and get ’em!
The Very Bad Thing features a lovelorn, boozy private
eye stumbling on a tightrope between relationships,
pursuing an obsessive, lovelorn would-be murderer.
Steamy psychological thriller. I wrote it, unfortunately, when I was quitting cigarettes, but I had a
contract and an advance and so I felt at least a mild
obligation to finish it, even in a haze of raging
nicotine withdrawal. The editor and I locked horns,
but in the end it was a small-scale critical hit. I felt
vindicated and resumed smoking. So, after five
novels and a textbook, I’m backing off fiction so I
can drive myself a bit loony constructing crossword
puzzles, which appear now and again in The New
York Times and elsewhere.

Charles M. Judd
After finishing my Ph.D. at Columbia in 1976 and
five years as an assistant professor in the Department
of Psychology at Harvard University, I moved to the
University of Colorado at Boulder in 1981. Three
years later I began teaching, with my colleague
Professor Gary McClelland, the yearlong course in
data analysis and statistical methods that was
required of all first-year Ph.D. students in our
department and numerous other departments on
campus. We adopted a unique “model comparison”
approach and published the first edition of our book,
consistent with that approach, in 1989. Since then
the second and third editions have come out, with
the final one emerging only last year. I continue,
thirty-four years later, teaching the same class,
although this year is my last.
Teaching this course and authoring this book have
been the highlights of my career. I am very grateful
to my colleagues and the many students over the
years who have made this teaching so rewarding.
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Scott Brunger
After Yale and marriage, my wife and I worked for
five years in Benin and Togo, West Africa, in a
church conference center. Later, as an economist, I
returned to West Africa with a Kenyan sociologist to
evaluate small-scale development projects financed
by the ymca of the United States. My East African
colleague suffered culture shock in West Africa and
had to think through his reactions exactly as
Americans did. As a fan of economics and murder
mysteries, I resolved to write a mystery in which the
Kenyan economist arriving in West Africa must use
economic logic and cultural empathy to solve a
murder. Once the main character emerged in my
imagination, I found writing fiction a freeing
experience. The story wrote itself within three
months. I tested a self-published version on my
students in economic development and in African
studies classes, and they preferred it to other
readings. Friendship Press then decided my story fit
their twin themes of Africa and the world economy,
so they published it at an affordable price. In
conclusion, I find A Trade in Death teaches lessons
on cultural adjustment, African economic traditions,
world trade, environmental problems, women's
rights, and politics within a dictatorship.

Michael Mandelbaum
Mission Failure has as its subject the history of
American foreign policy during the quarter-century
after the end of the Cold War. This was the period
in which our generation occupied the commanding
heights of American society, the American government, and American foreign policy. It was, that is,
our era in charge of the country. The book provides
a record of what, in one particular area of American
life, we accomplished—for better and for worse.

James K. Coyne
In 1990, nearly a decade after I left Congress, I
founded Americans to Limit Congressional Terms,
with the support of a bipartisan group of former
federal and state officeholders. alct’s mission was
to promote term-limiting initiatives and legislation
at the state level, since the prospect of congresspersons limiting their own terms was remote. With
the help of my coauthor, John H. Fund, a Wall Street
Journal editorial writer, Cleaning House was written
in 1992, outlining both the history and benefits of
term limits and the arguments and legal case. Before
long, bills to limit congressional terms were
introduced in over half the states, and
alct-supported ballot initiatives were before the
voters every November. My part in this campaign
took me to state capitals from Alaska to Florida and
countless rallies across the country. By 1994,
twenty-three states had passed limits on the terms
of their members of Congress, but the following
year the Supreme Court decided (5–4) that
state-imposed term limits violated Article I of the
Constitution. Congressional term limits continue to
have strong popular support, and if a Term Limits
Convention using the procedures of Article V ever
comes to pass, I may be inspired to write a sequel.

Daniel J. Steinbock
This book grew out of my work for the International
Rescue Committee with Cambodian refugees in
Thailand in the early 1980s. Among their other
atrocities, the Khmer Rouge had purposely separated
children from parents and had forced them to work
long hours as agricultural laborers. Many of these
unaccompanied children joined other refugees who
fled the Khmer Rouge regime to Thailand in 1979
and 1980. I served as education coordinator in
several camps there, overseeing the schools, and also
worked in the tracing program, reuniting children
and parents after years of separation. Those of us
working with these children discovered that there
was no written guidance for preventing the separation
of children in wars and refugee crises, for caring for
them, or for establishing permanent placements.
With the support of the Ford Foundation and several
international agencies, my coauthors (an experienced
emergency responder and a child psychologist) and I
undertook to study the issue from historical, psychological, and legal perspectives. The resulting book
formed the basis for guidelines used by unicef, the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(unhcr), and many nongovernmental organizations.

Tomlinson Rauscher
This book provides a clear, readable, practical guide for
the software development of microprocessor-based
systems and for the management of the development
of these systems. It should be particularly valuable
for engineering student and industrial practitioners
who have little or no prior background in software
engineering but have had some experience with
software development on microprocessor-based
systems.

William L. Kahrl
The California Water Atlas is the show pony among
the small stable of my published books. It began
with a suggestion from Stewart Brand, inventor of
The Whole Earth Catalog. But it would never have
happened without the encouragement of Edmund G.
Brown, Jr., who was then in the second term of his
first tour as governor of California. We were looking
for new ways to make the immense amounts of data
that government collects more accessible to the
public. We focused on water because we know a lot
about it. Water is essential to California’s history,
economy, environment, and quality of life. In addition
to the awards it won and its contribution to the art
and science of cartography, we wanted The Water
Atlas to expand the discussion of these public policy
problems by bringing new voices to the debate. I like
to think we succeeded.
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Paul S. Machlin
Thomas Wright “Fats” Waller represents seventeen of
jazz musician Fats Waller’s sound recordings,
rendered in notation commonly used in Western
European and American music and accompanied by
detailed critical commentary. The volume is one of a
series of scholarly editions collectively known as
Music of the United States of America. Waller’s
contributions to jazz have been routinely minimized
by jazz historians. However, as I listened closely to
his performances, I sensed that the intricacies of his
singing and playing and the subtleties of his humor
had been overlooked, and I wanted to correct the
misapprehensions of his critics. Transcribing these
recordings posed significant challenges; often I had
to devise fresh symbols to represent what Waller
actually sang, especially since his pitch was often
purposefully flat or sharp, or would slither around
unpredictably. Moreover, all of the work was done
manually (by listening to brief passages repeatedly
and writing down what I heard) in the late 1990s,
that is, before computer applications designed for
such tasks existed. But the puzzle was endlessly
fascinating, and despite the frustrations of trying to
wrestle Waller’s wonderfully fluid performances
into fixed notation, I’m glad I persevered and am
happy with the result.

Roger S. Bagnall III
I chose Egypt from Alexander to the Copts as an
example of the collaborative side of my work. It is
the product of an informal group of scholars who
work on the social and economic history of Egypt in
the Greco-Roman period using papyri and other
documentary sources. We meet every spring and
talk about our work, with never a formal paper
given. Periodically we invite younger scholars to
become members and save us from ossification. All
the members at the time contributed sections to the
book, and Dominic Rathbone and I coedited it. As
with all such things, writing it by myself might have
been quicker, but would have been less fun and less
rich in diversity of perspectives. It is strongly
archaeological, and I suppose that the fact I was
starting an excavation at the time we were writing
had something to do with my desire to produce a
book that integrated the papyri with archaeological
information. An updated electronic version has now
come out from the American University in Cairo Press.

Jeffrey M. Setterholm
A decade after graduation from Yale, my penchant
for pragmatic philosophical thought arose from
mentoring by John W. Miller, a senior staff engineer
at Honeywell in Minneapolis. At the outset John
introduced me to his philosophy of engineering and
earned my ongoing interest in his viewpoints. In
retrospect, by example, John convinced me that the
reduction of experience to its perceived essentials is
the essence of philosophy. By the early 1990s I was
considering separately the philosophy of governance
and the philosophy of friendship (between guys and
gals). Redundancies abounded, suggesting that a
philosophy of philosophies would unify and simplify
my philosophies of particular subjects, which was
indeed the case. Version one was a 1993 pamphlet
titled: The Philosophy Works® Manual. The paper
displayed here is version two: Learning Together in a
Diverse World, which I wrote in 2004. My neighbor
Jan Menke contributed to the expression of the
ideas therein. In 2004 I assigned “understanding”
five elements. I now identify ten elements. Social
progress, and the disintegrations thereof, usually
occur in highly contested environments. Achievement of some understandings demands careful
consideration of the motivations of the contestants.
See www.setterholm.com for further details.

Mitchell Silver
After Yale (b.a. in history), I entered Harvard
Law School, lasting three days. So I know the law
through Wednesday, but after that... I was a writer
for several of the big New York ad agencies, living
in Paris for a year with my wife, Ellen Highsmith
Silver, while I was European creative director on the
Colgate-Palmolive account for Young & Rubicam.
Back here, I decided to finally write that book every
advertising guy has in his drawer. In Secret Service, a
history-based thriller, was published by Touchstone,
an imprint of Simon & Schuster. This year I published
my second book, The Bookworm, one that uses the
same then-and-now structure as my first. All I can
say about it is: I’m getting better.

Timothy C. Weiskel
On June 23, 1988, Dr. James Hansen warned the
United States Senate about a warming global
climate. On September 14, 1988—within three
months of Dr. Hansen’s historic testimony—the
Senate heard further evidence on global warming
from a panel on which I was invited to participate.
As an anthropologist and historian, I testified that
ill-conceived public policy would amplify the
potential instabilities stemming from climate
change and could provoke large-scale and
irreversible ecological disaster, leading to the rapid
collapse of our civilization, as had happened so
many times in ancient cultures of the past.
Published in 1992, this book is an expanded version
of my September 1988 Senate statement. Beyond
the testimony itself, it contains annotated bibliographic sources requested by the Senate staff. They
seemed genuinely uninformed about the repeated
collapse of ancient civilizations and completely
unaware of how the patterns and trends in our
current circumstance could lead to the prospect of
an imminent ecological collapse in our own time.
Conceptually and historically, then, because it
emphasized the vulnerability of our fossil-fuel-based
society in a climate-changed world, the book
remains as relevant today as it was thirty years ago
when the Senate first heard the testimony.
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Richard F. Kutner
I have translated song lyrics, children’s books,
graphic novels, film narration, book catalogs, press
releases, and an entertainment Web site. My passion,
however, is literary translation. My first translation
of a novel, Belgian author Vincent Engel’s La peur du
paradis (Fear of Paradise), was published in 2015. In
April 2017, my translation of Joseph Weismann’s
memoir Après la rafle (After the Roundup) was
published by Indiana University Press, in connection
with the seventy-fifth anniversary of the 1942
Vélodrome d’Hiver roundup in Paris. The greatest
challenges in translating this book were grappling
with the powerful emotions it evoked and recreating
the language of a scrappy 1940s Parisian street kid.
In 2014, I was awarded a Hemingway Grant from the
Book Department of the French Embassy for my
translation of Le naufragé du “A” (Cast Away on the
Letter A), by the pioneering, influential French comic
book artist FRED. I also received a grant from the
Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles for Fear of Paradise. I
was a teacher for forty-two years, the last thirty-three
at the United Nations International School, in New
York. Now I serve as a volunteer translator of
handwritten letters by nineteenth-century French
luminaries at the Morgan Library and Museum.

Marc A. Bard
After graduation from Yale I attended medical school
and completed my medical residency at Beth Israel
Hospital in Boston. I practiced internal medicine and
served as a medical director at Harvard Community
Health Plan in Boston for the ensuing eighteen
years, initiating a career as an independent health
care consultant in 1981. In 1997 I founded The Bard
Group, which was acquired in 2008. Shortly
thereafter, discouraged by the lack of system across
most American health care institutions, I was an
early supporter of accountable care organizations as
a logical first step in the transformation of health
care in America from a dysfunctional ecosystem to
version 1.0 of a national health care strategy that
could improve access and care, advance health for
communities, and manage the unsustainable burden
of cost associated with the current health care
ecosystem. Out of that optimism this book was
conceived. That optimism is currently challenged by
an administration that sees health care as an
entitlement rather than a right of citizenship.

Stephen J. Schaubert

Richard L. Rubens
I have been a psychoanalyst in New York for
forty-two years. I wrote Polarities of Experience from
a desire to share the ideas that have been so crucial
to my thinking, my work, my teaching, and my own
living in the world. The development of the ideas
follows the path of my life journey: Many have their
origin in Richard Sewall’s Yale course on tragedy,
and others from my philosophical and art historical
studies there. Some have their roots in my
involvement in political activism in the 1950s
through the 1970s, and my lifelong devotion to
liberal political thought; others come from my
interest in Jewish thought. Many have their roots in
my psychoanalytic studies at Columbia and the
William Alanson White Institute—especially from
the works of Freud, Fairbairn, and Fromm—and
others have more recent origins in my work in
urbanism, architecture, and city planning as part of
the Urban Age Program at the London School of
Economics. Polarities of Experience is a series of
personal philosophical reflections on dealing with
the realities of our world and the people in it. It is a
book about choices: the choices we make that shape
our experience, expression, and intimacy—the choices
that determine the nature of who we are and what
our life is.

Steve Schaubert and his colleague Mark
Gottfredson wrote The Breakthrough Imperative in
the midst of their careers at Bain & Company. The
book reached a wide audience, as it was published in
a number of languages, including Japanese.
During his career as a management consultant,
Steve strategized with executives in many different
fields. He also participated in training programs
within Bain & Company and became a well-regarded
mentor to many of the men and women who work
there. Writing this book gave Steve the opportunity
to present some of his ideas about successful business
management; his quick wit and outstanding people
skills were also part of what he offered to both
clients and co-workers.
After graduating summa cum laude from Yale, Steve
served in the Air Force, then earned his m.b.a. from
Harvard Business School with high distinction. He
worked for a large pharmaceutical company before
joining the Boston office of Bain & Company, where
he worked from 1979 until his death in 2015.

Merrill Boyce
It is the 1980s and the smoke from the ’60s and ’70s
is still clearing. The story in Satan’s Elixir is wrapped
loosely around the emergence of an apparently
insurmountable disease that appears suddenly and
resists characterization and cure. The world is faced
with an unstoppable epidemic against which there is
no apparent defense. Pessimists predict the end of
human existence.
Satan’s Elixir opens against the backdrop of a
company’s anticipated financial success in an
important new market, Thailand. The company is
immediately in a battle against itself when its
product designated for the U.S. market is suddenly
found in Thailand, competing against a product
tailored for the new market. The challenge
intensifies as it becomes clear that the medicine
itself may harbor a deadly infectious agent and
needs to be taken off the market quickly.
The book looks at the corporation of the 1980s and
1990s from the inside, a mole’s view that sees a bit
more than a dark tunnel, a view that focuses instead
on the human genesis of the internal impediments
and contentiousness that create havoc, challenging
the myth of the insidious corporate plot to fleece
helpless individuals. This work leverages nearly
thirty years of experience in and around corporate
America to depict corporate “intrigue.”
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Lars T. Lih
In 2006 I published a very long book about a brief
episode in Lenin’s life (his 1902 book What Is To Be
Done?); in 2011 I published a fairly short book on his
entire life. Lenin is an entry in the Critical Lives series
published by Reaktion Press. My overall scholarly
interest is in the causes, course, and consequences of
the Russian revolution, but the Critical Lives genre
was a challenge to me: an original interpretation of
the subject’s life, presented in a brief and accessible
manner—accompanied with lots of photographs.
I really enjoyed tracking down good photos, and
I count them as a major contributor to my overall
argument. I start the book with my discovery that
“Vladimir Lenin” is a later creation: During his
lifetime, he was either “Vladimir Ulyanov” or
“N. Lenin.” I use this fact as a symbol for the
difficult-to-pin-down relation between the fleshand-blood individual and the public persona. Lenin
benefited from a careful edit by my then fifteenyear-old daughter Ariadne (Branford College Class
of 2017), who has since gone on to use her editing
skills to support herself; my then twenty-six-yearold daughter Emelyn helped prepare the French
translation published in 2015.

Alan J. Clark
Trinity: The Burrs versus Alexander Hamilton and the
United States of America was written from land lease
documents uncovered in Atlanta, Georgia, by a
friend with connections to the Loyalist Edwards
family property in Manhattan derived from bounty
awards of the French and Indian War. Genealogical
relationships of Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton
and deed documents related to Trinity Church and
Loyalist families of Manhattan Island help understand
some contrary evidence to accepted history. Widely
published letters between Burr and his daughter
Theodosia in cipher can be understood with this
perspective. The challenge is to gain acceptance of
an alternative analysis of dogmatic history that
actually explains the most recent events of the
World Trade Center disaster and the reason for the
duel between Burr and Hamilton. I have written
many articles on controversial historical analysis and
enjoy playing What if? From Egyptian contact with
the Americas in 1400 b.c. to the contagious disease
of Tutankhamun and family, to lions of the Roman
Colosseum from the Egyptian pharaohs’ breeding
program, to the Roman army Mythrium at DuraEuropos as an early Christian worship cult, I enjoy
proposing alternative interpretation of history from
overlooked or ignored evidence.

James Grant Miller
In the early 1970s, Paraguay had four secondary
regional education centers, which were the country’s
public secondary schools. During those years there
were no math textbooks for teachers or students in
these schools. The Peace Corps was asked to create
secondary math textbooks that would service all the
public secondary schools in Paraguay. When I arrived
in 1971, my job was to coauthor the eighth-grade
Algebra I text and then later author the Algebra II
texts (ninth and tenth years) and the statistics and
probability text for twelfth grade. I wrote these books
under the auspices of the Ministry of Education with
the help and assistance of the National University of
Asunción. The Algebra I book I coauthored with
another Peace Corps volunteer, Alan Roman.
I wrote these texts, a teacher text, and student text;
collated, stapled, bound these books. I designed the
teacher’s aids. I then held a class to introduce the texts
and aids to the secondary math teachers from the four
regional centers and supervised their usage through
the school year. The National University provided a
university professor to edit the language and to
provide resources, print the books, and produce the
teacher’s aids (called the caja) to help in the teaching
of these subjects. The Ministry of Education oversaw
the program and usage of these textbooks in the
public secondary schools.

John F. Breglio
Having practiced as an entertainment lawyer for well
over thirty years, I decided to write a book in 2016
about producing a Broadway play from the moment
one conceives of the idea through opening night.
Throughout my legal career, I’ve represented and
advised hundreds of producers, playwrights, actors,
theater owners, and investors on how best to bring
the artist’s work from the page to the stage, while
often acting as a shadow producer. In 2004, I decided
to strike out on my own and produce plays and
musicals, beginning with the Broadway revival of
A Chorus Line and then producing many other plays
and musicals on Broadway, in London, and
elsewhere throughout the world.
In addition to taking the reader from A to Z on how
to produce a play from the creative, commercial, and
legal points of view, I’ve included in my book actual
backstage stories taken from my career which serve
to illustrate the practical steps involved in every
production. My love for the theater was nurtured by
my involvement in the Yale Dramat while at Yale
under the brilliant stewardship of Lee Starnes. I
cherish those years for giving me lifelong friendships
and the exposure to excellence in theater production.

Derek Shearer
In 2007, at the invitation of my friend Arianna
Huffington I began writing occasional political and
economic commentary for her Web site, The
Huffington Post. Most of these pieces deal with the
presidency of Occidental College alumnus Barack
Obama. Many describe course projects that my Oxy
students undertook to analyze the policies of the
Obama administration. I was a friendly critic of the
president and his administration. I tried to suggest
constructive policies to further progressive goals,
especially in the realm of the economy and U.S.
foreign policy. Rereading the pieces (which I have
left as written at the time), I feel confident that my
judgment on most matters has been confirmed by
events. I like to think, as most commentators or
former officials do, that had my advice been
followed, the outcome of public affairs might have
been different. However, unlike golf or some actors’
careers, there are few makeovers in history.
Counterfactuals might make for good science fiction
or interesting parlor discussion, but usually they can
sound like sour grapes. That’s not my intention in
having these columns reproduced. I simply trust
that there might be a few lessons for the next time a
progressive government comes to power.

David Munro
Since graduating from Yale, I spent a few years in
the Peace Corps staying well clear of Vietnam, did
some graduate work, became a banker, and
abandoned banking for development finance,
specializing primarily in small- and medium-size
enterprise (sme) financing and secondarily in
setting up loan guarantee companies to guarantee
sme loans. Following a successful stint as ifc
resident adviser to a bank in Nigeria, I decided to
write up the system of semi-automated sme loans
which I had developed during this consultancy. The
book draws on my many years slogging away at
sme finance in places as diverse as Egypt, Mongolia,
Sri Lanka, Sudan, and Palestine. Despite a lack of
salacious interludes where the intrepid sme banker
lets off steam and samples the more exotic delights
of his current locale, sales are steadily creeping
upward, and I am pleased to have influenced a
number of development professionals who have
been kind enough to contact me and tell me
their tales.
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Frank J. Gallinelli
I graduated from Yale with a b.a. in psychology and
from Southern Connecticut State College (now
University) in 1974 with an m.s. in education. After
a number of years as a teacher in the New Haven
schools, I got involved in real estate and in 1981
started a software company, RealData, to provide
financial analysis tools for real estate investors. I
continue to operate this business as realdata.com.
I discovered that some of my software customers
had a less than perfect understanding of the
financial dynamics behind their investments, and
that realization led me to start writing online
educational articles (antedating the blog phenomenon). Those articles caught the attention of an
editor at McGraw-Hill, which led to the writing of
my first book, What Every Real Estate Investor Needs
to Know About Cash Flow.
That book, in turn, led to an introduction to the
then-director of the Master of Science in Real Estate
Development program at Columbia University,
where I have been teaching real estate investment
analysis as an adjunct assistant professor for more
than a decade. I continue to write educational
material for income-property investors and, most
recently, developed an online video course at
learn.realdata.com.

Steven R. Weisman
Writing an account of early American Jewish history
would seem to be an improbable detour for me. In
fact, my forthcoming book, The Chosen Wars: How
Judaism Became an American Religion, marks a
culmination of a lifelong interest. In my career at
The New York Times and certainly in my three
previous books, I have tried to understand the great
debates over moral principles in our society and
economic system. This new book goes a step
further, telling the story of how Jews of the
nineteenth century “Americanized” their religion by
updating its doctrines, practices, and beliefs,
adjusting them to modern society’s practical,
intellectual, and moral demands. My interest in
these issues is rooted in my years at Yale, inside and
outside the classroom. I learned how to read texts
from great teachers like George Fayen, Michael
Cooke, and Bart Giamatti. My beloved mentor, the
historian John Morton Blum, painstakingly read the
manuscript of my first book, The Great Tax Wars,
correcting many errors, and heard me present the
outlines of The Chosen Wars years ago at the Slifka
Center at Yale. It is an incredible honor to be on this
roster at Sterling Library at Yale.

John Chernoff
African Rhythm and African Sensibility exemplifies
Chernoff ’s First Rule of Fieldwork: Have fun and
you will get better data. The initial draft was
handwritten in six weeks on a yellow legal tablet
using an Ewe drum as a writing table. I included
extensive commentary on the current scholarship on
the topic, but the great Professor Robert F. Thompson
told me that I should delete those sections because
the scholarship had nothing to do with what I was
writing about. I followed his advice. Richard
Underwood, my professor in the philosophy of
religion, told me that what he liked most about the
book was that the word “hermeneutics” only
appeared once, and in a footnote. The people from
the University of Chicago Press, who sell and
represent the book, told me that the most frequent
comment about the book is “I read this book and
then I did ‘Fill-in-the-Blank.’” I have used that stamp
of success to sustain my spirit in a life outside of the
academy. The book has been a best seller in the
realm of academic publishing, but when my father
heard the kind of numbers such popularity signifies,
he was astonished; however, he was a fun-lover who
understood my return to the field. My next two
books that chronicle the lives of young people in
West Africa—Hustling Is Not Stealing and Exchange Is
Not Robbery—are evidence that there is really no need
for a Second Rule.

Gerald Fierst
Imagine the Moon is dear to me, as its inspiration
was my granddaughter. A decade ago, I cared for my
toddler granddaughter most evenings, and we
would often go out into the summer night to howl
at the moon. When leaving for a performance and
teaching tour of Thailand, Laos, and Malaysia, as I
said good-bye I told her that if she looked at the
moon, and I looked at the moon, we would see each
other. As I traveled, I wrote a draft of the moon
poem for Anjel and made it into a homemade book
when I returned. It then took a decade to interest a
publisher and work with an illustrator. My work in
schools informed a sidebar of stem information
that would appeal to the elementary school market.
I have other books, but this one is the most
personal. The final lines of the book, “Poets and
pranksters, kids and kings, imagine the moon,
imagine and dream,” are something of a summation
of my life as a storyteller, writer, and actor. When I
look at this book, I imagine my granddaughter’s
children who will someday hear stories about me
and dream their own dreams.

Bayne Stevenson
Passages in Past Tents is as fun-filled and humorous
as it is informative. These passages are reclaimed in
a photographic journey intertwined with a trailworthy dialogue recounting the travels and travails
of an adventure-prone couple as they tow the “Blue
Highways” throughout the U.S. On this journey,
the 28-foot Airstream, Past Tents, evolves into a
modern-day Prairie Schooner as it traces history,
scribes a chronicle of characters, and paints the
geography of our country in vivid photographs.
Passages represents an extension of the American
dream. It embodies the fulfillment of a quest—into
the hinterland, onto the mountains, off the Pacific.
It delves into the core of what this country is all
about: from the kindness of an iron monger in
Glenn’s Ferry, Idaho, to the idiosyncrasies of
General George Armstrong Custer, to the patriotic
throb of Mount Rushmore, to the nostalgic beat of
Route 66.

Robert J. Dieter
I wrote this book to provide a resource to assist
prosecutors, judges, and criminal defense lawyers
in Colorado state courts. I included theoretical
background and developmental history where I
thought such information would assist the reader,
but my focus was to provide a practical guide.
Though my name is on the spine, I have to credit
some incredibly talented law student research
assistants and the judges, prosecutors, and criminal
defense attorneys who generously gave time to
provide comment and suggestions. I am pleased
that the book was well received and is cited as
authoritative by Colorado appellate courts.
Writing any book is a significant commitment of
time and energy, and this project was no exception.
My “working on the book” required time free from
interruption; that meant weekends and evenings at
the office. From draft to publication took more than
six years. So my appreciation to my family cannot
be overstated.

Dan Yergin
Described by Bill Gates as “a fantastic book” and
by the Financial Times as “a triumph,” The Quest
provides a panoramic view of energy—politics,
technology, markets, and economics—past, present,
and future. The book arose from my curiosity about
how all the pieces of the energy puzzle fit together.
The first part presents the new world of oil: Russia’s
role, petro-states, and China’s weight. The second
explores energy security, what’s wrong with the
peak oil theory, the future of the Persian Gulf, and
the natural gas revolution in both shale and lng.
“The Electric Age” takes the reader from Thomas
Edison and Samuel Insull, to the rise of nuclear
energy, to the current battle over which fuels should
power our online world.
“Climate and Carbon” traces how a subject of
interest to a few nineteenth-century scientists, who
feared another ice age, turned into a global political
movement in this century. “New Energies” explains
the rise of the modern wind and solar industries in
the 1970s and 1980s, and the key roles of two
Hungarian refugees and Exxon in the process, to
today’s build-out. “The Road to the Future”
addresses the electric car’s rebirth. Altogether
The Quest is the story of the harnessing of
energy—“the great revolution.”
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John R. Hall
The apocalyptic has intrigued me since I wrote a
book about utopian communal groups in the 1970s.
Back then, thoughts about “the end of the world as
we know it” permeated the counterculture. But they
receded with the end of the Vietnam War. Afterward,
I sought to understand a series of mass suicides by
apocalyptic religious movements, beginning with
Jim Jones’s Peoples Temple 1978 mass suicide at
Jonestown. Apocalyptic ideologies, I found, can
mobilize extreme solidarity in collective action, even
ultimate commitment to death. Such possibilities
could shape even global history, a point brought
home by 9/11 and the subsequent “War on Terror.”
Conventionally, the apocalyptic has been a subject of
theology or religious history. But I sensed that
focusing on apocalyptic moments over history might
help us understand anew the emergence of modern
societies, their institutional structures, and their
contradictions. We used to associate modernity with
progress, toward a more equitable, just, and peaceful
society. The apocalyptic offers a reagent that
precipitates a more complex understanding of our
contemporary social order. I learned a lot from
writing the book.

